Books. English. Spanish. French. Italian NEW. Russian. Polish. Portuguese. Online platform. English courses. German courses. Deutsche Language Lab/ Penton Overseas, Inc, 2005. Deutsch designed with direct method. Deutsch für Kinder. Deutsch Interactive Coursebook. Teacher’s academy. Schools zone. List of schools. Supplement your German-language studies with these German books, chosen by experts to help you learn. Das Wunder von Bern is a good pick for beginners, and it’s also available in an easy language version even easier to understand if you’re just starting out. In addition to the language, the book can teach you about soccer and the history of post-WWII Germany. Die Vermessung der Welt. This comedic novel is a fictional biography of two very real historical figures: naturalist Alexander von Humboldt and mathematician Carl Friedrich Gauss. Good English language skills, German language skills are coveted by many multinational companies and will certainly help you get an interview. Learning German is the beginning of. Books German literature is widely recognised as one of the most significant in the world and there is a variety of genres you can choose from to practice German. It is almost impossible to make an exhaustive list of books to read when it comes to German literature, but we would certainly recommend these for those who are learning the language: Der ideale Moment, Urlaub intensiv, and Testament mit Hund by Claudia Peter: these stories have been written specifically for beginners and elementary learners, and include exercises. the German language by as much as 100%, 200%, even 300% (or more) using simple memory techniques that German For Dummies, German Grammar in Context, Second Edition. German Grammar in Context, Second Edition (Languages in Context) (German Edition). 261 Pages 332 MB 14,989 Downloads. The fun and easy way to learn the fascinating language of German with integrated audio clips ... quizzes to test progress Website suggestions to take language study further Teach Yourself German Complete German Grammar in Context, Second Edition (Languages in Context) (German Edition). 261 Pages 332 MB 14,989 Downloads. German Grammar in Context, Second Edition (Languages in Context) (German Edition) Carol Fehring. Learn German in a Hurry: Grasp the Basics of German Schnell! Language: German. Best Sellers Rank: #13,598,411 in Books (See Top 100 in Books). #13,943 in General Europe Travel Guides. 1.0 out of 5 stars A good refresher course in German. Reviewed in the United Kingdom on April 29, 2013. Verified Purchase. The product is very good - I particularly wanted a CD type instruction course. It is excellent, but needs some grounding in the language to use effectively. Read more. One person found this helpful.